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Exploring Richer and More Accurate Information
via Frequency Selection for Image Restoration

Hu Gao, Depeng Dang:

Abstract—Image restoration aims to recover high-quality im-
ages from their corrupted counterparts. Many existing methods
primarily focus on the spatial domain, neglecting the understand-
ing of frequency variations and ignoring the impact of implicit
noise in skip connections. In this paper, we introduce a multi-
scale frequency selection network (MSFSNet) that seamlessly
integrates spatial and frequency domain knowledge, selectively
recovering richer and more accurate information. Specifically, we
initially capture spatial features and input them into dynamic
filter selection modules (DFS) at different scales to integrate
frequency knowledge. DFS utilizes learnable filters to generate
high and low-frequency information and employs a frequency
cross-attention mechanism (FCAM) to determine the most in-
formation to recover. To learn a multi-scale and accurate set of
hybrid features, we develop a skip feature fusion block (SFF)
that leverages contextual features to discriminatively determine
which information should be propagated in skip-connections.
It is worth noting that our DFS and SFF are generic plug-
in modules that can be directly employed in existing networks
without any adjustments, leading to performance improvements.
Extensive experiments across various image restoration tasks
demonstrate that our MSFSNet achieves performance that is
either superior or comparable to state-of-the-art algorithms.
The code and the pre-trained models are released at https:
//github.com/Tombs98/MSFSNet

Index Terms—Image restoration, multi-scale frequency selec-
tion, skip feature fusion.

I. INTRODUCTION

IMAGE restoration is a longstanding low-level vision prob-
lem that seeks to recover a latent sharp image from its

corrupted counterpart. It is an commonly ill-posed inverse
problem, many conventional approaches [1]–[4] address this
by explicitly incorporating various priors or hand-crafted
features to constrain the solution space to natural images.
Nonetheless, designing such priors proves challenging and
lacks generalizability.

Recently, deep neural networks have undergone rapid de-
velopment in the field of image restoration. Leveraging large-
scale data, deep models like Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs) and Transformers can implicitly learn more gen-
eral priors by capturing image features, resulting in superior
performance compared to conventional methods. The perfor-
mance enhancement of deep learning methods is primarily
attributed to their model design. Over the years, numerous
network modules and functional units for image restora-
tion have been developed by either inventing new ones or
borrowing advanced modules from other domains. This has
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led to the creation of various models, including encoder-
decoder architectures [5]–[7], multi-stage networks [8]–[11],
dual networks [12]–[15], recursive residual structures [16]–
[18], generative models [19]–[23], and various transformer
enhancements [24]–[29].

However, the aforementioned methods concentrate on the
spatial domain, without adequately considering the knowledge
of frequency variation between sharp and degraded image
pairs. To this end, few methods [30]–[37] utilize transforma-
tion tools to explore the frequency domain. Nevertheless, these
methods primarily concentrate on capturing global information
or reducing the space and time complexity of the self-attention
mechanism. They fail to consider how to effectively utilize
both low-frequency and high-frequency information to selec-
tively choose the most informative frequency for recovery.
While [38]–[40] emphasize or attenuate frequency components
to select the most informative ones for recovery, they only
fuse low- and high-frequency information in the channel
dimension. This often results in difficulties distinguishing
background details in local regions and an inability to balance
overlapping scenes.

Given the information presented, a natural question arises: Is
it feasible to design a network that seamlessly integrates spatial
and frequency domain knowledge and adaptively selects the
most informative frequency for recovery? To achieve this ob-
jective, we propose a multi-scale frequency selection network,
called MSFSNet, with several key components. Specifically,
we design the multi-scale frequency selection block (MSFS)
that initially capture spatial domain features by NAFBlock [6].
These spatial features are then input into two parallel dynamic
filtering selection modules (DFS) with different scales to
integrate frequency variation knowledge. The DFS involves
two main processes: (1) Dynamically generating high and
low-frequency maps using a learnable filter. (2) Utilizing the
frequency cross-attention mechanism (FCAM) to discriminate
which low-frequency and high-frequency information should
be retained. Ultimately, the most informative component is
selected for the recovery of the potentially clear image.

Additionally, existing methods where the features of the
encoder and decoder are skip-connected through simple con-
nections or additions. However, the features from the encoder
may include image degradation factors, and the simple addi-
tion or concatenation process between the encoder and decoder
is prone to implicit noise, thereby affecting the model’s image
restoration ability. To this end, we introduces a skip feature
fusion block (SFF), which employs a attention mechanism
to discriminatively determine the information that should
propagate in skip connections. Importantly, SFF combines
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Fig. 1. Computational cost vs. PSNR of models on Image Deblurring (Left) and Image Deraining (Right) tasks. Our MSFSNet achieve the SOTA performance
with up to 69.7% of cost reduction on Image Deraining. MACs are computed on patch size of 256 × 256.

features from different scales while preserving their unique
complementary properties, enabling our model to acquire a
rich and accurate set of features.

Finally, we implement a coarse-to-fine mode to alleviate
the challenges in model training, incorporating multiple scales
of input and output. It is noteworthy that our DFS and
SFF serve as generic plug-in modules, seamlessly integrating
into existing image restoration networks without requiring
adjustments, resulting in performance improvements. As de-
picted in Figure 1, our MSFSNet model attains state-of-the-
art performance while maintaining computational efficiency
compared to existing methods.

The main contributions of this work are:
1) We propose a multi-scale frequency selection network

(MSFSNet) featuring two plug-in modules that can
be seamlessly integrated into any existing restoration
network.

2) We design a dynamic filtering selection module (DFS)
to generate high and low-frequency information using a
learnable filter, discriminate which information to retain
via the frequency cross-attention mechanism (FCAM),
and select the most informative component for recovery.

3) We develop a skip feature fusion block (SFF) to discrim-
inatively determine the information that should propa-
gate in skip connections via attention mechanism.

4) Extensive experiments demonstrate that our MSFSNet
achieves state-of-the-art performance across four typical
image restoration tasks.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Image Restoration

Image restoration aims to enhance the quality of an image
by addressing various degradations, which can be categorized
into numerous sub-problems, including but not limited to

image motion deblurring, defocus deblurring, deraining, and
denoising. Due to its ill-posed nature, many conventional
approaches [1]–[4], [41] tackle this problem by relying on
hand-crafted priors to constrain the set of plausible solutions.
However, designing such priors is a challenging task and often
lacks generalizability.

With the rapid advancement of deep learning, numerous
works based on deep learning have gained significant pop-
ularity in the field of image restoration [5]–[9], [25]–[29],
[42], demonstrating more favorable performance compared to
conventional methods. MPRNet [8] breaks down the overall
recovery process into manageable steps, achieving a delicate
balance between preserving spatial details and incorporating
high-level contextualized information in image restoration.
FFANet [42] utilizes an innovative attention mechanism and
feature fusion structure, effectively preserving information
from shallow layers into deep layers for direct haze-free image
restoration. MIRNet-V2 [43] introduces a multi-scale archi-
tecture that maintains spatially-precise high-resolution repre-
sentations throughout the network, gathering complementary
contextual information from low-resolution representations.
NAFNet [6] presents a streamlined baseline network for image
restoration, achieved by either removing or replacing non-
linear activation functions. IRNeXt [5] incorporates a multi-
stage mechanism into a U-shaped network to enhance multi-
scale representation learning. However, these methods rely on
CNNs, and the intrinsic properties of convolutional operations,
such as local receptive fields and fixed parameters, constrain
the models’ capability to efficiently eliminate long-range
degradation perturbations and handle non-uniform degradation
flexibly.

To overcome these limitations, Transformers [44] have been
employed in image restoration [24]–[29], [45], [46], demon-
strating superior performance compared to previous CNN-
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based baselines. IPT [45] employs a Transformer-based multi-
head multi-tail architecture, proposeing a pre-trained model
for image restoration tasks. However, the computation of the
scaled dot-product attention in Transformers leads to quadratic
space and time complexity, rendering these methods computa-
tionally expensive for image restoration, especially considering
the involvement of high-resolution inputs. In order to improve
efficiency, Uformer [28], SwinIR [46] and U2former [24]
computes self-attention based on a window. Restormer [26]
introduces transposed attention that implements self-attention
across channels rather than the spatial dimension, resulting
in the creation of an efficient transformer model. IDT [25]
designs a window-based and spatial-based dual Transformer to
achieve excellent results. Nevertheless, self-attention still relies
on heavy computation. In this paper, rather than exploring
variants of CNNs and Transformers, we focus on designing
plug-and-play component modules that can be incorporated
into existing image restoration networks without any adjust-
ments. These modules assist in capturing multi-scale frequency
information and selecting the most informative components for
recovery, resulting in performance improvements.

B. Frequency Learning

In recent years, some deep learning-based vision research
has started exploring the frequency domain due to the ease of
handling different frequency subbands. [47] proposes a generic
fast Fourier convolution (FFC) operator to overcome the
limitations of convolutional local receptive fields and achieves
good performance on high-level vision tasks. Motivated by
the great success of high-level vision tasks, frequency learn-
ing have been applied to image restoration [30]–[40]. WIN-
Net [35] proposes a wavelet-inspired invertible network that
combines the strengths of wavelet-based and learning-based
approaches, offering high interpretability and strong gener-
alization ability. Leveraging the convolution theorem, which
states that convolution in the spatial domain equals point-
wise multiplication in the frequency domain, FFTformer [30]
develops an effective and efficient method that explores the
properties of Transformers for high-quality image deblurring.
UHDFour [31] incorporates Fourier into the network, process-
ing the amplitude and phase of a low-light image separately
to prevent noise amplification during luminance enhancement.
DeepRFT [33] integrates Fourier transform to incorporate
kernel-level information into image deblurring networks. WA-
CAFRN [34] proposes a fine-grained residual network for
image denoising, combining an adaptive coordinate attention
mechanism with cascaded Res2Net residual blocks in the
encoder and incorporating global and local residual blocks
guided by wavelet and adaptive coordinate attention in the
decoder. JWSGN [36] utilizes wavelet transform to separate
different frequency information in the image and then recon-
structs this information using a multi-branch network, aiming
to enhance the effectiveness in reconstructing high-frequency
details. FGDNet [37] proposes a frequency-domain guided
denoising algorithm, utilizing a well-aligned guidance image
to enhance denoising while considering both the representation
model of the guidance image and fidelity to the noisy target.

Despite their merits, the mentioned methods neglect the
effective utilization of both low-frequency and high-frequency
information. To address these limitations and choose the
most informative frequency component for reconstruction,
AirFormer [40] propose a supplementary prior module to
selectively filter high-frequency components, ensuring the
preservation of low-frequency components. SFNet [39] and
FSNet [38] utilize a multi-branch and content-aware module
to dynamically and locally decompose features into separate
frequency subbands, selecting the most informative compo-
nents for recovery. However, these methods only fuses low-
frequency and high-frequency information in the channel
dimension, often face challenges in distinguishing background
details in local regions, and cannot strike a balance between
overlapped scenes. In this paper, we present two plug-in
modules: (1) the dynamic filter selection module (DFS) to
select the most informative frequency to recover, and (2) the
skip feature fusion block (SFF) to discriminatively determine
the information that should propagate in skip connections. DFS
and SFF can be seamlessly integrated into existing networks
without requiring any adjustments, resulting in performance
improvements.

III. METHOD

In this section, we first outline the overall pipeline of our
MSFSNet. Subsequently, we delve into the details of the
proposed dynamic filter selection module (DFS) within multi-
scale frequency selention block (MSFS), and skip feature
fusion block (SFF).

A. Overall Pipeline

The overall pipeline of our proposed MSFSNet, shown in
Figure 2, is based on a hierarchical encoder-decoder.

Given a degraded image I P RHˆWˆ3, MSFSNet ini-
tially applies a convolution to acquire shallow features F0 P

RHˆWˆC (H,W,C are the feature map height, width, and
channel number, respectively). These shallow features undergo
a four-scale encoder sub-network, progressively decreasing
resolution while expanding channels. It’s essential to note the
use of multi-input and multi-output mechanisms for improved
training. The low-resolution degraded images are incorporated
into the main path through the the SFE and concatenation,
followed by 3 × 3 convolution to adjust channels. The in-
depth features then enter a middle block, and the resulting
deepest features feed into a four-scale decoder, gradually
restoring features to the original size. During this process, the
encoder features, determined through SFF discrimination, are
concatenated with the decoder features to facilitate the recon-
struction. Finally, we apply convolution to the refined features
to generate residual image X P RHˆWˆ3 to which degraded
image is added to obtain the restored image: Î “ X ` I.
It’s important to note that the three low-resolution results are
solely used for training. To facilitate the frequency selection
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Fig. 2. (a) Overall architecture of MSFSNet. (b) Shallow feature extraction block (SFE) for capturing shallow features in low-resolution input images. (c)
Multi-scale frequency selection block (MSFS) integrating spatial and frequency domain knowledge, and select the most informative component for recovery.
(d) Skip feature fusion block (SFF) for discriminative information propagation in skip-connections.

process, we optimize the proposed network adopt L1 loss in
both spatial and frequency domains:

Ls “

4
ÿ

i“1

||Îi ´ Ii||1
4

Lf “

4
ÿ

i“1

||F p̂Iiq ´ FpIiq||1

4

L “ Ls ` λLf

(1)

where i denotes the index of input/output images at differ-
ent scales, F represents fast Fourier transform, Ii denotes
the target images, and the parameter λ controls the relative
importance of the two loss terms, set to 0.1 as in [38].

B. Multi-scale Frequency Selection Block (MSFS)

Many existing image restoration methods have achieved
good results, but they mainly concentrate on the spatial
domain, neglecting the understanding of frequency variation.
While some methods utilize transformation tools to explore the
frequency domain, they often lack the flexibility to selectively
choose the most informative frequencies and may require
corresponding reverse transformation operations, leading to
increased computational complexity. To address this limita-
tion, we introduce the multi-scale frequency selection block
(MSFS), which captures spatial features by NAFBlock [6] and
feeds them into two parallel dynamic filter selection modules
(DFS) at different scales to integrate frequency knowledge.

Formally, given the input features X , the procedures of MSFS
can be defined as:

Xs “ X ‘ NAF pXq

X3
f “ DFS3pf c

1ˆ1pXsqq

X5
f “ DFS5pf c

1ˆ1pXsqq

Xo “ Xs ‘ f c
1ˆ1prX3

f , X
5
f sq

(2)

where Xs, Xf and Xo denote the spatial features, frequency
features and the output of MSFS; f c

1ˆ1 represents 1 ˆ 1
convolution; r¨s represents the channel-wise concatenation.
Next, we will describe NAFBlock and DFS below.

Fig. 3. The structure of NAFBlock [6].

1) NAFBlock: In this paper, our primary focus is on
designing two plug-and-play modules DFS and SFF. To assess
the effectiveness of these modules, we utilize NAFBlock [6]
as our backbone for extracting spatial features (See Figure 3).
Specifically, given an input tensor Xl´1, we initially process
it through Layer Normalization (LN), Convolution, Simple
Gate (SG), and Simplified Channel Attention (SCA) to obtain
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Fig. 4. (a) The structure of dynamic filter selection modules (DFS). (b) Frequency cross-attention mechanism (FCAM) to discriminate which low-frequency
and high-frequency information should be retained.

spatial features Xs
l as follows:

X
1

l´1 “ SCApSGpfdwc
3ˆ3 pf c

1ˆ1pLNpXl´1qqqq

Xs
l´1 “ f c

1ˆ1pX
1

l´1q ‘ Xl´1

Xs
l “ Xs

l´1 ‘ f c
1ˆ1pSGpf c

1ˆ1pLNpXs
l´1qqqq

SCApXf3q “ Xf3 b f c
1ˆ1pGAP pXf3qq

SGpXf0q “ Xf1 b Xf2

(3)

where fdwc
3ˆ3 denotes the 3 ˆ 3 depth-wise convolution, and

GAP is the global average pooling. Xf1, Xf2 P RHˆWˆ C
2

is obtained by splits Xf0 along channel dimension.
2) Dynamic Filter Selection Module (DFS): To integrate

frequency knowledge and automatically select the most in-
formative components for recovery, we introduce dynamic
filtering selection modules (DFS). As shown in Figure 4 (a),
DFS comprises two key processes: (1) Dynamically generating
high and low-frequency maps using a learnable filter. (2)
Employing the frequency cross-attention mechanism (FCAM)
to discriminate which low-frequency and high-frequency in-
formation should be retained.

To dynamically decompose the feature map, we draw inspi-
ration from [5], [38], [39] and utilize a learnable low-pass
filter shared across group dimensions to generate the low-
frequency map. The high-frequency map is then obtained by
subtracting the low-frequency map from the original feature
map. Specifically, given an input feature F P RHˆWˆC ,
we first use the GAP, convolution, LN, reshape and softmax
activation function to produce a low-pass filter for each group
of the input as follows:

Fl “ SoftmaxpReshapepLNpf c
1ˆ1pGAP pF qqqqq (4)

where he reshape operation divides the feature map from
R1ˆ1ˆgk2

to Rgˆkˆk, g denotes the number of groups, kˆk is
the kernel size of low-pass filters, controlling the scale in DFS.
In this paper, we use the 3 ˆ 3 and 5 ˆ 5 shown in Figure 2
(c). Then we employ the kˆk kernel sizes to unfold the input
feature F and reshape it. The resulting outcome is convolved
with the low-pass filter Fl, and finally reshaped back to the

original feature map size to obtain the final low-frequency
feature map XL. The process can be expressed as:

XL “ Fl g ReshapepUnFoldpF qq (5)

To obtain the high-frequency feature map XH , we subtract
the resulting low-frequency feature map XL from the input
feature F , which is expressed as:

XH “ F ´ XL (6)

We revisit all the previously proposed modulator mod-
ules [38], [39] that utilize channel-wise attention to emphasize
the truly useful components for reconstruction. And we design
a frequency cross-attention mechanism (FCAM) to determine
which low-frequency and high-frequency information should
be retained. As illustrated in Figure 4 (b), we compute the dot
products between the query Q P RHˆWˆC projected by the
source frequency feature (e.g., low-frequency), and the key,
value K,V P RHˆWˆC projected using the target frequency
feature (e.g., high-frequency). This is followed by applying a
softmax function to derive the weights assigned to the values:

AttentionpQ,K, V q “ Softmaxp
QKT

β
qV (7)

where β is a learning scaling parameter used to adjust the
magnitude of the dot product of Q and K prior to the
application of the softmax function defined by β “

?
C.

Specifically, given a pair of low- and high-frequency fea-
tures XL, XH P RHˆWˆC , we begin by applying layer
normalization, and subsequently derive the feature X̂L and
X̂H using a 1 ˆ 1 convolution layer. Noted that, QL “ X

1

L,
KL “ X

1

H and QR “ X
1

R, KR “ X
1

L. Next, we generate
the value matrix VL and VH by using a 1 ˆ 1 convolution
layer, respectively. Subsequently, we compute bidirectional
cross-attention between the low- and high-frequency features
as follows:

FHÑL “ AttentionpQH ,KH , VHq

FLÑH “ AttentionpQL,KL, VLq
(8)
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Finally, we fuse the interacted cross-frequency information
FHÑL and FLÑH by element-wise addition to obtain the most
informative frequency Fo,

Fo “ λLFLÑH ‘ λHFHÑL (9)

where λL and λH are channel-wise scale parameters that
are trainable and initialized with zeros to aid in stabilizing
training.

C. Skip Feature Fusion Block (SFF)
To improve the image restoration capabilities of the model,

it is common to establish skip connections between the en-
coder and decoder features through addition or concatenation.
However, the features from the encoder may include image
degradation factors, and the simple addition or concatenation
process for feature interaction and aggregation between the en-
coder and decoder is prone to implicit noise, thereby affecting
the model’s image restoration ability. To address this issue, as
shown in Figure 2 (d), we introduce a skip feature fusion
block (SFF) that utilizes contextual features to selectively
determine which information should be propagated through
skip connections. To elaborate further, for the SFFBlock at
the lowest level, we initially concatenate the encoder features
XEi, pi “ 1, 2, 3, 4q and adjust the number of channels
through a convolution:

FE1 “ f c
1ˆ1prXE1, XE2, XE3, XE4sq (10)

Subsequently, we obtain FM1 by upsampling the feature
map of the middle block, and use it to selectively re-weight the
features FE1 through a self-attention mechanism, obtaining
the feature ˆFE1 that preserves the most useful information,
the process is as follows:

FS1 “ SGpf c
1ˆ1pGAP pFE1 ` FM1qqq

FEm
1 “ Softmaxpf c

1ˆ1pFS1qq

FMm
1 “ Softmaxpf c

1ˆ1pFS1qq

ˆFM1 “ FM1 b FMm
1 ‘ FM1

ˆFE1 “ FE1 b FEm
1 ‘ FE1 ‘ ˆFM1

(11)

Through the aforementioned process, we obtain the encoder
features ˆFEi, pi “ 1, 2, 3, 4q that retain useful information for
all levels. Finally, the features ( ˆFEi) are concatenated and
a convolution operation is applied to adjust the number of
channels, resulting in the final feature which will fuse with the
decoder. SFF offers two pivotal advantages. First, it selectively
identifies the information to be transmitted in the skip con-
nection, mitigating the interference of implicit noise. Second,
it combines features at different scales while preserving their
distinctive complementary properties. Consequently, the model
is capable of acquiring a diverse and accurate feature set.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we provide details about the experimental
settings and then present both qualitative and quantitative com-
parisons between MSFSNet and other state-of-the-art methods.
Following that, we conduct ablation studies to validate the
effectiveness of our approach. Finally, we assess the resource
efficiency of MSFSNet.

A. Experimental Settings

In this section, we introduce the details of the used datasets,
and training details.

1) Datasets: In this section, we will introduce the datasets
used and provide details regarding the training configurations.

Image Motion Deblurring. Following recent methods [8],
[38], we train MSFSNet using the GoPro dataset [48], which
includes 2,103 image pairs for training and 1,111 pairs for
evaluation. To assess the generalizability of our approach, we
directly apply the GoPro-trained model to the test images
of the HIDE dataset [49], which consists of 2,025 images
for evaluation. Both the GoPro [48] and HIDE [49] datasets
are synthetically generated, whereas the RealBlur dataset [50]
contains image pairs captured under real-world conditions,
divided into two subsets: RealBlur-J and RealBlur-R.

Single-Image Defocus Deblurring. To assess the effective-
ness of our method, we utilize the DPDD dataset [51], follow-
ing the approach of recent methods [26], [38]. This dataset
comprises images from 500 indoor/outdoor scenes captured
with a DSLR camera. Each scene includes three defocused
input images and a corresponding all-in-focus ground-truth
image, labeled as right view, left view, center view, and the
all-in-focus ground truth. The DPDD dataset is divided into
training, validation, and testing sets with 350, 74, and 76
scenes, respectively. MSFSNet is trained using the center view
images as input, computing loss values between outputs and
corresponding ground-truth images.

Image Deraining. Following the experimental setups of
recent state-of-the-art methods for image deraining [8], [38],
we train our model using 13,712 clean-rain image pairs
collected from multiple datasets [52]–[55]. Using the trained
MSFSNet, we conduct evaluations on various test sets, in-
cluding Rain100H [52], Rain100L [52], Test100 [53], and
Test1200 [56].

Image Denoising. In line with the methodology of [26],
we train a single MSFSNet model capable of handling various
noise levels on a composite dataset. This dataset comprises 800
images from DIV2K [57], 2,650 images from Flickr2K [58],
400 images from BSD500 [59], and 4,744 images from
WED [60]. The noisy images are generated by adding additive
white Gaussian noise with a random noise level σ chosen from
the set [15, 25, 50] to the clean images. Testing is conducted
on the CBSD68 [61], Urban100 [62], and Kodak24 [63]
benchmark datasets.

2) Training details: For different tasks, we train separate
models, and unless specified otherwise, the following param-
eters are employed. The models are trained using the Adam
optimizer [69] with parameters β1 “ 0.9 and β2 “ 0.999. The
initial learning rate is set to 2 ˆ 10´4 and gradually reduced
to 1 ˆ 10´7 using the cosine annealing strategy [70]. The
batch size is chosen as 32, and patches of size 256 ˆ 256 are
extracted from training images. Data augmentation involves
horizontal and vertical flips. We scale the network width by
setting the number of channels to 32 and 64 for MSFSNet and
MSFSNet-B, respectively. For each scale of encoder we use
[1,1,1,28] and [1,1,1,1] for decoder.
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Fig. 5. Image motion deblurring comparisons on the GoPro dataset [48]. Compared to the state-of-the-art methods, our MSFSNet excels in restoring sharper
and perceptually faithful images.

TABLE I
IMAGE MOTION DEBLURRING RESULTS. THE BEST AND SECOND BEST

SCORES ARE HIGHLIGHTED AND UNDERLINED. OUR MSFSNET-B AND
MSFSNET ARE TRAINED ONLY ON THE GOPRO DATASET BUT ACHIEVES
THE HIGHEST AND SECOND-HIGHEST SCORES ON THE AVERAGE OF THE

EFFECTS ON BOTH DATASETS, RESPECTIVELY.

GoPro [48] HIDE [49] Average
Methods PSNR Ò SSIM Ò PSNR Ò SSIM Ò PSNR Ò SSIM Ò

SPAIR [64] 32.06 0.953 30.29 0.931 31.18 0.942
MIMO-UNet++ [7] 32.45 0.957 29.99 0.930 31.22 0.944

MPRNet [8] 32.66 0.959 30.96 0.939 31.81 0.949
MPRNet-local [8] 33.31 0.964 31.19 0.945 32.25 0.955

HINet [9] 32.71 0.959 30.32 0.932 31.52 0.946
HINet-local [9] 33.08 0.962 - - - -
Uformer [28] 32.97 0.967 30.83 0.952 31.90 0.960

MSFS-Net [65] 32.73 0.959 31.05 0.941 31.99 0.950
MSFS-Net-local [65] 33.46 0.964 31.30 0.943 32.38 0.954

NAFNet-32 [6] 32.83 0.960 - - - -
NAFNet-64 [6] 33.62 0.967 - - - -
Restormer [26] 32.92 0.961 31.22 0.942 32.07 0.952

Restormer-local [26] 33.57 0.966 31.49 0.945 32.53 0.956
IRNeXt [5] 33.16 0.962 - - - -
SFNet [39] 33.27 0.963 31.10 0.941 32.19 0.952
FSNet [38] 33.29 0.963 31.05 0.941 32.17 0.952

MSFSNet(Ours) 33.42 0.964 31.68 0.947 32.55 0.956
MSFSNet-B(Ours) 34.19 0.969 32.67 0.954 33.43 0.962

TABLE II
QUANTITATIVE REAL-WORLD DEBLURRING RESULTS.

RealBlur-R RealBlur-J
Methods PSNR Ò SSIM Ò PSNR Ò SSIM Ò

DeblurGAN-v2 [21] 36.44 0.935 29.69 0.870
MPRNet [8] 39.31 0.972 31.76 0.922

Stripformer [27] 39.84 0.975 32.48 0.929
FFTformer [30] 40.11 0.973 32.62 0.932

MSFSNet(Ours) 40.62 0.977 32.85 0.936

B. Experimental Results

1) Image Motion Deblurring: The quantitative results
on the GoPro and HIDE dataset are shown in Table I. Our
MSFSNet-B and MSFSNet obtain generates a gain of 0.02 dB

and 0.9 dB PSNR over Restormer-Local [26] on the average
of the effects on both datasets, respectively. In particular,
our MSFSNet-B shows 0.57 dB performance improvement
over NAFNet-64 [6] on GoPro [48]. Moreover, as shown
in Figure 1, through the scaling up of the model size, our
MSFSNet achieves even better performance, highlighting the
scalability of MSFSNet. Noted that, even though our network
is trained solely on the GoPro [48] dataset, it still achieves a
substantial gain of 1.18 dB PSNR over Restormer-Local [26]
on the HIDE [49] dataset. This demonstrates its impressive
generalization capability. Figure. 5 shows our model recovered
more visually pleasant results.

Additionally, for real-world scenes, we evaluate the per-
formance of our MSFSNet using real-world images from the
RealBlur dataset [50]. The results are presented in Table II,
our MSFSNet achieves performance gains of 0.51 dB on the
RealBlur-R subset over FFTformer [30] and 0.23 dB on the
RealBlur-J subset. Figure 6 presents visual comparisons of
the evaluated approaches. Overall, the images restored by our
model exhibit sharper details.

Fig. 6. Comparison of image motion deblurring on the RealBlur
dataset [50].

2) Single-Image Defocus Deblurring: Table III presents
a numerical comparison of defocus deblurring methods on
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Fig. 7. Single image defocus deblurring comparisons on the DDPD dataset [51]. Compared to the state-of-the-art methods, our MSFSNet effectively removes
blur while preserving the fine image details.

the DPDD dataset [51]. MSFSNet outperforms other state-of-
the-art methods across most metrics. Notably, in the outdoor
scenes category, MSFSNet exhibits a 0.31 dB improvement
over the leading method IRNeXt [5]. Additionally, our results
demonstrate significant improvement in the SSIM metric, in-
dicating better preservation of structural similarity. The visual
results in Figure 7 illustrate that our method recovers more
details and visually aligns more closely with the ground truth
compared to other algorithms.

3) Image Deraining: Following the prior work [8], [39],
[72], we compute PSNR/SSIM scores using the Y channel
in the YCbCr color space for the image deraining task.
Table IV illustrates that our method consistently outperforms
existing approaches across all four datasets. Notably, our
method achieves a remarkable average improvement of 0.78
dB over all datasets compared to the best-performing method
Restormer [26]. Furthermore, on the Test1200 dataset [56],
MSFSNet exhibits a substantial 1.8 dB PSNR improvement
over the previous best method Restormer. In addition to
quantitative assessments, Figure 8 presents qualitative results,
showcasing the effectiveness of MSFSNet in removing rain
streaks of various orientations and magnitudes while preserv-
ing the structural content of the images.

4) Image Denoising: Table V showcases the performance
of a single MSFSNet model across various noise levels (15, 25,
and 50). Our method demonstrates considerable effectiveness
across different datasets and noise levels. Notably, for the
challenging noise level of 25 on the Kodak24 dataset [63], MS-

FSNet achieves a 0.27 dB improvement over the previous best-
performing method WACAFRN [34]. Additionally, for the
challenging noise level of 15 on the high-resolution Urban100
dataset [62], MSFSNet exhibits a 0.19 dB improvement over
SFNet [39]. In Figure 9, the denoised results produced by
various methods are visually compared, and it is evident that
our MSFSNet generates images that are more faithful to the
ground truth in terms of quality.

C. Ablation Studies

The ablation studies are conducted on image motion deblur-
ring (GoPro [48]) to analyze the impact of each of our model
components. Next, we describe the impact of each component.

Effectiveness of each module. Table VI demonstrates that
the baseline model achieves 32.83 dB PSNR. Multi-input and
Multi-output, SFF, and DFS modules results in gains of 0.09
dB, 0.21 dB, and 0.33 dB, respectively, over the baseline
model. When all modules are integrated simultaneously, our
model achieves an improvement of 0.59 dB. This highlights
the effectiveness of our proposed modules.

To validate the plug-and-play nature of our SFF and DFS,
we integrate them into NAFNet [6] and Restormer [26]. As
shown in Table VII, the inclusion of SFF resulted in a 0.14
dB improvement for NAFNet and a 0.16 dB improvement for
Restormer. The introduction of DFS led to performance en-
hancements of 0.3 dB and 0.31 dB for NAFNet and Restormer,

TABLE III
QUANTITATIVE COMPARISONS WITH PREVIOUS LEADING SINGLE-IMAGE DEFOCUS DEBLURRING METHODS ON THE DPDD TESTSET [51] (CONTAINING

37 INDOOR AND 39 OUTDOOR SCENES).

Indoor Scenes Outdoor Scenes Combined
Methods PSNR Ò SSIM Ò MAE Ó PSNR Ò SSIM Ò MAE Ó PSNR Ò SSIM Ò MAE Ó

JNB [66] 26.73 0.828 0.031 21.10 0.608 0.064 23.84 0.715 0.048
DPDNet [51] 26.54 0.816 0.031 22.25 0.682 0.056 24.34 0.747 0.044
KPAC [67] 27.97 0.852 0.026 22.62 0.701 0.053 25.22 0.774 0.040
IFAN [68] 28.11 0.861 0.026 22.76 0.720 0.052 25.37 0.789 0.217

Restormer [26] 28.87 0.882 0.025 23.24 0.743 0.050 25.98 0.811 0.038
IRNeXt [5] 29.22 0.879 0.024 23.53 0.752 0.049 26.30 0.814 0.037
SFNet [39] 29.16 0.878 0.023 23.45 0.747 0.049 26.23 0.811 0.037
FSNet [38] 29.14 0.878 0.024 23.45 0.747 0.050 26.22 0.811 0.037

MSFSNet(Ours) 29.25 0.929 0.022 23.84 0.802 0.044 26.47 0.859 0.033
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TABLE IV
IMAGE DERAINING RESULTS. WHEN AVERAGED ACROSS ALL FOUR DATASETS, OUR MSFSNET IS BETTER THAN THE STATE-OF-THE-ART BY 0.78 DB.

Test100 [53] Test1200 [56] Rain100H [52] Rain100L [52] Average
Methods PSNR Ò SSIM Ò PSNR Ò SSIM Ò PSNR Ò SSIM Ò PSNR Ò SSIM Ò PSNR Ò SSIM Ò

MPRNet [8] 30.27 0.907 32.91 0.916 30.51 0.890 37.20 0.965 32.73 0.921
SPAIR [64] 30.35 0.909 33.04 0.922 30.95 0.893 37.30 0.978 32.91 0.926

Restormer [26] 32.00 0.923 33.19 0.926 31.46 0.904 38.99 0.978 33.91 0.933
NAFNet [6] 30.25 0.908 32.92 0.917 30.40 0.891 37.40 0.964 32.73 0.921

MDARNet [71] 28.98 0.892 33.08 0.919 29.71 0.884 35.68 0.961 31.86 0.914
IRNeXt [5] 31.53 0.919 - - 31.64 0.902 38.14 0.972 - -
SFNet [39] 31.47 0.919 32.55 0.911 31.90 0.908 38.21 0.974 33.53 0.928
FSNet [38] 31.05 0.919 33.08 0.916 31.77 0.906 38.00 0.972 33.48 0.928

MSFSNet(Ours) 32.76 0.921 34.99 0.940 31.98 0.908 39.01 0.983 34.69 0.938

Fig. 8. Image deraining example on the Rain100H [52]. The outputs of the MSFSNet exhibit no traces of rain streaks.

Fig. 9. Image denoising example on the CBSD68 [61]. Our MSFSNet produces images that are more faithful to the ground truth in terms of quality.

TABLE V
IMAGE DENOISING RESULTS. ON KODAK24 DATASET [63] FOR NOISE

LEVEL 25, OUR MSFSNET IS BETTER THAN THE STATE-OF-THE-ART BY
0.27 DB.

CBSD68 [61] Kodak24 [63] Urban100 [62]
Methods σ “15 σ “25 σ “50 σ “15 σ “25 σ “50 σ “15 σ “25 σ “50

IRCNN [73] 33.86 31.16 27.86 34.69 32.18 28.93 33.78 31.20 27.70
FFDNet [74] 33.87 31.21 27.96 34.63 32.13 28.98 33.83 31.40 28.05
DnCNN [75] 33.90 31.24 27.95 34.60 32.14 28.95 32.98 30.81 27.59
DudeNet [76] 34.01 31.34 28.09 34.81 32.26 29.10 - - -

MWDCNN [77] 34.18 31.45 28.13 34.92 32.38 29.27 - - -
WACAFRN [34] 34.29 31.51 28.19 34.98 32.45 29.32 - - -

SFNet [39] 34.09 31.49 28.02 34.93 32.42 29.25 34.19 32.01 29.03
FSNet [38] 34.11 31.51 28.01 34.95 32.42 29.27 34.15 32.04 29.15

MSFSNet(Ours) 34.42 31.51 28.26 35.11 32.72 29.68 34.38 32.18 29.14

respectively. Combining SFF and DFS together resulted in
significant performance improvements of 0.44 dB and 0.42
dB for NAFNet and Restormer, respectively.

Design choices for DFS. To examine the advantage of
our DFS design, we compare our RCAM within DFS with
other frequency selection method, such as SKFF [43] and

TABLE VI
ABLATION STUDIES OF EACH MODULE.

Multi-input and Multi-output SFF DFS PSNR SSIM
é é é 32.83 0.960
Ë é é 32.92 0.960
é Ë é 33.08 0.961
é é Ë 33.16 0.963
Ë Ë é 33.15 0.962
Ë Ë Ë 33.42 0.964

TABLE VII
PLUG-AND-PLAY ABLATION EXPERIMENTS. ”W” DENOTE WITH.

Method PSNR △ PSNR Method PSNR △ PSNR
NAFNet [6] 32.83 - Restormer [26] 32.92 -

w SFF 32.97 +0.14 w SFF 33.08 +0.16
w DFS 33.13 +0.30 w DFS 33.23 +0.31

w SFF & DFS 33.27 +0.44 w SFF & DFS 33.35 +0.42
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Fig. 10. Visualization of intermediate feature maps of models with and without DFS.

TABLE VIII
THE IMPACT OF FREQUENCY SELECTION ON THE OVERALL

PERFORMANCE.

Modules SKFF [43] MDSF [38] FCAM
PSNR 33.21 33.22 33.42
SSIM 0.9634 0.9632 0.9643

Fig. 11. Visualization compare for defocus deblurring.

MDSF [38]. As shown in Table VIII, our RCAM achieves
better results, which indicates that our RCAM is able to select
the most useful frequencies for fusion, enabling our model
to select the most informative components for recovery. In
particular, our approach exhibits a 0.2 dB improvement in
performance when compared to MDSF [38]. This suggests
that our method is more effective in accurately emphasizing
the relevant components for reconstruction as compared to the
modulator employed by MDSF. In addition, we also conducted
experiments on group selection, as shown in Table IX, and
achieved better results when 8 was selected. To delve into the
DFS, we plot resulting feature maps of MSFSBlock for models
with and without DFS in Figure 10. As can be seen, equipped
with DFS, the model recovers more details of the number plate
than that without DFS. We also show the visual comparison
with FSNet [38], as shown by the red box in Figure 11,
FSNet uses binary frequency decomposition and cannot strike
a balance between overlapped scenes, while our method can
solve this problem and provide more detailed information.

Design choices for skip connections. As shown in Table X,
we compare our SFF with several skip connections alterna-

TABLE IX
THE IMPACT OF GROUP NUMBER ON THE OVERALL PERFORMANCE.

Group 2 4 8 16
PSNR 33.35 33.38 33.42 33.31

TABLE X
THE IMPACT OF SKIP CONNECTIONS ON THE OVERALL PERFORMANCE.

Modules Sum Concatenation CGB [78] SFF
PSNR 33.23 33.25 33.27 33.42
SSIM 0.9628 0.9637 0.9641 0.9643

TABLE XI
THE EVALUATION OF MODEL COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY ON THE

GOPRO DATASET [48].

Method Time(s) MACs(G) PSNR SSIM
DBGAN [20] 1.447 759 31.10 0.942
MPRNet [8] 1.148 777 32.66 0.959

Restormer [26] 1.218 140 32.92 0.961
Stripformer [27] 1.054 170 33.08 0.962

IRNeXt [5] 0.255 114 33.16 0.962
SFNet [39] 0.408 125 33.27 0.963
FSNet [38] 0.362 111 33.29 0.963

MSFSNet(Ours) 0.244 27 33.42 0.964

tives. In the initial stage, we utilize conventional addition and
concatenation techniques for skip connections, yielding PSNR
values of 33.23 dB and 33.25 dB, respectively. Subsequently,
we integrate CGB [78] to regulate information flow within
the skip connection, resulting in a PSNR improvement to
33.27 dB. When compared to these approaches, our proposed
SFF surpasses them, achieving even higher results at 33.42
dB. This suggests that our SFF effectively merges features
across various scales by discerning the information transmitted
through skip connections. It retains their distinct complemen-
tary properties, allowing the model to acquire a comprehensive
and precise feature set.

D. Resource Efficient

As deep learning models pursue higher accuracy, their
complexity rises, necessitating more resources. However, in
certain contexts, deploying larger models may be imprac-
tical. Table XI and Figure 1 demonstrate that our MSF-
SNet model attains state-of-the-art performance while con-
currently reducing computational costs. Specifically, on the
GoPro dataset [48], we achieve a 0.13 dB improvement over
the previous best approach, FSNet [38], while using only a
quarter of the computational resources and achieving nearly
1.5ˆ faster inference. This highlights the efficiency of our
method, showcasing superior performance along with resource
effectiveness.
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V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a multi-scale frequency selection
network (MSFSNet) comprising two seamlessly integrable
plug-in modules designed for incorporation into any existing
restoration network. Specifically, a dynamic filtering selection
module (DFS) is devised to generate high and low-frequency
information, discern which information to retain through the
frequency cross-attention mechanism (FCAM), and select the
most informative component for recovery. Additionally, to
glean a more multi-scale and accurate set of hybrid fea-
tures, we introduce a skip feature fusion block (SFF) that
discriminatively determines the information to be propagated
in skip connections. Extensive experiments showcase that our
MSFSNet achieves state-of-the-art performance across four
typical image restoration tasks.
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